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ABSTRACT
RDFKB (Resource Description Framework Knowledge Base) is a 
relational  database  system  for  RDF  datasets  which  supports 
inference and knowledge management.  Significant research has 
addressed  improving  the  performance  of  queries  against  RDF 
datasets.   Generally,  this  research  has  not  addressed  queries 
against inferred knowledge.  Solutions which do support inference 
queries  have  done  so  as  part  of  query processing.   Ontologies 
define the rules that govern inference for RDF datasets.  These 
inference rules can be applied to RDF datasets to derive additional 
facts  through  methods  such  as  subsumption,  symmetry  and 
transitive  closure.   We  propose  a  framework  that  supports 
inference  at  data  storage  time  rather  than  as  part  of  query 
processing.   The  dataset  is  increased  to  include  all  knowledge 
whether explicitly specified or derived through inference with a 
negligible overhead.  Queries against inferred data are simplified, 
and performance is increased.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.1[Database  Management]:  Logical  Design-  data  models,  
schema and subschema.

General Terms.
Design, Performance.

Keywords
Semantic Web, Resource Description Framework,  Data Models, 
Information  Integration  and  Retrieval,  Logic  and  Databases, 
Knowledge Base Management Systems, Ontology.

1. INTRODUCTION
A knowledge base can be defined as “a special kind of database 
for  knowledge  management,  providing  the  means  for  the 
computerized  collection,  organization  and  retrieval  of 
knowledge.” [9]  The goal of RDFKB is to provide solutions to 
convert  RDF  datasets  into  knowledge  bases,  while  preserving 
efficient  performance.   In  order  to  support  the  retrieval  of 

knowledge, and not simply the recording of facts, the knowledge 
base  must  enable  answering  queries  that  require  inference  and 
deductive reasoning.

A  simple  example  of  inference  is  the  well-known  logical 
syllogism from the ancients Greeks:

All men are mortal. 
Socrates is a man.
Therefore, Socrates is mortal.

The core strategy of RDFKB is to apply all known inference rules 
to the dataset to determine all possible knowledge, and then store 
all this knowledge.  Inference is performed at the time the data is 
stored rather than at query time.  When new data is added to the 
database,  we  execute  the  inference  engine  and  attempt  to 
determine and store all additional facts that can be inferred.  In the 
syllogism  example  above,  we  would  actually  add  “Socrates  is 
mortal”  to  the  database.   Thus,  the  dataset  contains  all  known 
knowledge,  and it  can be directly queried;  there is no need for 
further inference at query execution time.     

The  World  Wide  Web  Consortium  [1]  defines  the  RDF  data 
format as the standard mechanism for describing and sharing data 
across the web.   All RDF datasets can be viewed as a collection 
of triples, where each triple consists of a subject, a property and 
an object.  OWL (The Web Ontology Language)[10] defines rules 
for  inference.   In  OWL,  the  following  constructs  are  some 
examples of ontology rules that will allow the inference of new 
RDF  triples  from  existing  knowledge:  rdfs:subClassOf, 
owl:equivalentClass,  owl:equivalentProperty,  owl:sameAs, 
owl:inverseOf,  owl:TransitiveProperty,  owl:SymmetricProperty, 
rdfs:subPropertyOf, and owl:intersectionOf.  RDF and OWL have 
“provable  inference”  and  “rigorously  defined  notions  of 
entailment”[11].  Therefore, the semantics of the RDF documents 
and ontology concretely define what information can be known.

The key elements of RDFKB's solution are :
a) Inference  is  performed  at  storage  time  and  inferred 

triples are persisted.
b) Data  is  stored  in  relational  databases  using  efficient 

schema.
Performing  inference  at  storage  time  simplifies  queries  and 
improves query performance[15].  Using relational databases for 
storage  provides  efficiency  and  robustness[3][7][15].  The 
simplest  way to  store data in  a relational  database is to  simply 
create a three column table of RDF triples.   However,  research 
shows  that  this  is  not  the  most  efficient  solution[4][5].   Many 
alternative  solutions  have  been  proposed  including  vertical 
partitioning[4],  sextuple  indexing[6],  RDF-3X[15],  and 
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RDFJoin[8].   None  of  these  solutions  store  inferred  data  or 
address  the  task  of  querying  inferred  knowledge.   Inference 
queries  against  these  databases  require  detailed  knowledge  and 
encoding of the ontology logic, and require unions and joins to 
consolidate the inferred triples.  There are existing solutions that 
perform  inference  in  memory[14],  providing  simpler  queries. 
There are even solutions which support  inference and relational 
database storage[14][15], but they have fixed schema and do not 
support  customized tables for efficiency.   Such solutions pay a 
large query performance penalty due to  increasing the dataset to 
include the inferred triples.  RDFKB supports inference at storage 
time combined with efficient database schema in a manner that 
not only simplifies queries but also improves performance.  

Traditionally,  databases have sought  to avoid storing redundant 
information.  Instead, we propose to increase redundancy.  There 
are two reasons why traditional databases and knowledge bases 
have not attempted to store such inferred knowledge, and have, 
instead, supported inference as part of query processing.  The first 
is that transactional databases seek to reduce redundancy in order 
to preserve and enforce referential integrity.  However, semantic 
web databases should not  be viewed as traditional transactional 
databases.   RDFKB  supports  adding  new  knowledge  to  the 
database, but we are not concerned with supporting transactions 
that delete or change triples in the dataset.  Such updates can  still 
be performed, but in these instances the inference is recalculated. 
The second reason is that  it has been considered too expensive 
and broad a search to attempt to infer all possible knowledge.  At 
the  time  of  query execution,  there  is  information  about  which 
knowledge relates to the query, and this can be used to limit the 
scope of the inference search.  However, we are concerned with 
query  performance  rather  than  the  performance  of  adding 
knowledge  to  the  database.   With  our  solution,  all  inferred 
knowledge can be stored without a query performance penalty.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:  In Section 2, 
we provide background information on technology used by our 
project.  In Section 3, we specify our architecture. In Section 4, 
we present implementation solutions for several types of inference 
that  are  defined  in  OWL.   In  Section  5,  we  evaluate  queries 
defined  by  the  Lehigh  University  Benchmark  (LUBM)[2]  that 
involve inference, and we specify implementation solutions and 
performance results for these queries.  In Section 6, we examine 
related research.  In Section 7, we  present areas for future work, 
and we make some conclusions.

2. BACKGROUND
RDFKB relies on adding inferred RDF triples to the dataset.  This 
would not be a viable solution unless these triples can be added 
and  stored  without  increasing the  performance  cost  of  queries. 
The database schema documented in  RDFJoin: A Scalable Data  
Model for Persistence and Efficient Querying of RDF Datasets  
[8] allows us to add new inferred triples to the dataset without a 
performance penalty.   Therefore,  while  RDFKB's  design  is not 
contingent upon using this particular database storage scheme, our 
solution is implemented and tested using the RDFJoin technology. 

RDFJoin  stores  the  RDF  triples  in  five  base  tables:  the 
SOIDTable, the PropertyIDTable, the POTable, the SOTable and 
the PSTable.   The SOIDTable and the PropertyIDTable simply 
map each  unique  property,  subject  or  object  to  a sequential  id 
number.   Each  URI  or  literal  appears  in  the  table  only  once 

regardless  of  how many times  it  appears  in  the  dataset.   The 
PSTable includes three columns:  the PropertyID,  the SubjectID 
and the ObjectBitVector.  The POTable contains three columns: 
the  PropertyID,  the  ObjectID  and  the  SubjectBitVector.   The 
SOTable contains three columns: the SubjectID, the ObjectID and 
the PropertyBitVector.  

The bit  vectors  are  the  key to  the  RDFJoin  approach,  and  the 
reason why RDFJoin is able to store inferred triples at little or no 
cost.  The length of the ObjectBitVector in the PSTable and the 
SubjectBitVector in the POTable is equal to the max(SOID) in the 
SOIDTable.   Each  and  every unique  subject  or  object  URI  or 
literal in the dataset has a corresponding bit in these bit vectors. 
In the PSTable, there is a bit in the bit vectors for each unique 
URI, indicating whether that URI appears as an object in a triple 
with  the  corresponding property and  subject.   Similarly,  in  the 
POTable,  there  is  a bit  in  each SubjectBitVector  to  indicate  if 
each subject URI appears with that property and object in a triple 
in the dataset. 

Figure 1 shows an example dataset and some of the corresponding 
RDFJoin  tables.  The subject  of the  first  triple  in  the  dataset  is 
“UTD”.  According to the SOIDTable, the SubjectID for UTD=1. 
The  property  of  the  first  triple  is  “fullName”,  which  has 
PropertyID=1  according  to  the  PropertyIDTable.   The  object, 
“The  University  of  Texas  at  Dallas”,  has  SOID=2  from  the 
SOIDTable.   Therefore,  the  PSTable  has  a  tuple  with 
PropertyID=1, SubjectID=1 and the 2nd bit in the ObjectBitVector 
set on.   SOID=3 would indicate “Richardson”.  There is no triple 
<UTD fullName Richardson> therefore the 3rd bit in the bit vector 
is  0.   However,  if  we were to  add  such  a  triple,  it  would  not 
increase the number of bits stored, it would only change this third 
bit to 1. 

Our inference solution relies upon adding additional triples for all 
inferred knowledge.  Typical RDF databases incur a performance 
penalty  for  increasing  the   number  of  triples  in  the  data  set. 
However,  except  for  a  potential  reduction  in  the  achievable 
compression rate, RDFJoin does not incur this penalty.   Instead, 
RDFJoin  incurs  a  performance penalty only when  the  dataset's 
vocabulary  is  increased.   RDFJoin  queries  experience  a 
performance reduction  in a linear fashion corresponding to the 
number of unique URIs and literals in the dataset.  This is because 
there  is  already a  bit  in  the  tables  for  each and every possible 
combination of the known subjects, properties and objects.   Many 
times, inferred triples will not introduce unique URIs at all, and if 
unique  URIs  are  introduced,  they  are  only  unique  for  that 
ontology rule.   While an RDF dataset  may include  millions  of 
triples, the number of unique terms in the ontology is generally 
not  large.    For  our  experiments,  in  Section  5,  we  utilize  the 
LUBM (Lehigh University Benchmark)[2] dataset with more than 
44 million RDF triples.  For this dataset,  20,407,385 additional 
triples are inferred, yet  only 22 unique URIs are added by this 
inference.  Thus, there is no performance penalty for the addition 
of the millions of inferred triples, only for the addition of 22 new 
URI terms.  For these reasons, the RDFJoin solution provides a 
database scheme that  allows inferred triples  to  be added to  the 
dataset at almost no performance cost.
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EXAMPLE DATASET:

<UTD, fullName, The University of Texas at Dallas>
<UTD, locationCity, Richardson>
<UTD, locationState, TX>
<ComputerScience, subOrganizationOf, UTD>
<James McGlothlin, worksFor, ComputerScience>
<James McGlothlin, position, GraduateStudent>
<Latifur Khan, worksFor, ComputerScience>
<Latifur Khan, position, Professor>
<James McGlothlin, position, ResearchAssistant>
<James McGlothlin, advisedBy, Latifur Khan>
<James McGlothlin, takesCourse, CS7301>
<Latifur Khan, teacherOf, CSC7301>
<CSC7301, fullName,  Data Mining>
<James McGlothlin, authorOf, RDFJoin>
<Latifur Khan, authorOf, RDFJoin>  

PropertyIDTable
fullName 1

locationCity 2

locationState 3

subOrganizationOf 4

worksFor 5

position 6

advisedBy 7

takesCourse 8

teacherOf 9

authorOf 10

SOIDTable
UTD 1

University of Texas At Dallas 2

Richardson 3

TX 4

ComputerScience 5

James McGlothlin 6

Graduate Student 7

Latifur Khan 8

Professor 9

Research Assistant 10

CSC7301 11

Data Mining 12

RDFJoin 13
PSTable

PropertyID SubjectID Objects (bit vector)

1 1 0100000000000

1 11 0000000000010

2 1 0010000000000

3 1 0001000000000

4 5 1000000000000

5 6 0000100000000

5 8 0000100000000

6 6 0000001001000

6 8 0000000010000

7 6 0000000100000

8 6 0000000000100

9 8 0000000000100

10 6 0000000000001

10 8 0000000000000

POTable
PropertyID ObjectID Subjects (bit vector)

1 2 1000000000000

1 12 0000000000010

2 3 1000000000000

3 4 1000000000000

4 1 0000100000000

5 5 0000010100000

6 7 0000010000000

6 9 0000000100000

6 10 0000010000000

7 8 0000010000000

8 11 0000010000000

9 11 0000000100000

10 13 0000010100000

Figure 1: RDFJoin Tables and Example Dataset
3. ARCHITECTURE
The core of the RDFKB design is that for each RDF triple, we 
infer all possible additional RDF triples, store this data, and make 
it accessible to queries.  It is not the intention of this project to 
attempt to identify and implement each and every possible rule of 
inference.   There  are  many  such  rules  defined  by  the  RDF 
ontologies,  and   these  can change  and  be added  to  over  time. 
Moreover, there may be inference rules that are not specified in 
the ontology at all.  Specific domains may have business logic that 
includes domain-specific inference.  For these reasons, we allow 
each inference rule to execute independently and to store its own 
inference data.

RDFKB defines a global function  add(subject, property, object).  
This  function  encapsulates  the  details  of  our  schema from the 
user.   The  user  does  not  have  to  have  any  knowledge  of  the 
database  tables  and  schema  to  add  triples  to  the  dataset. 
Furthermore,  the  database  user  does  not  have  to  have  any 
knowledge concerning inference.  The simple act of adding triples 

to  the  dataset  invokes  the  inference  process  without  any 
intervention by the user. 

RDFKB's  architecture  is  that  each  inference  rule  registers  a 
function  add(subject, property, object).  When a triple is added, 
these functions are each executed, and every inference rule has the 
opportunity  to  derive and  add  more triples. The order  that  the 
inference rules are executed is not relevant.  The only change the 
inference rule is allowed to make to the database is to add more 
triples by calling the global add function.

This is a recursive solution that only requires a one level inference 
search.   As  an  example,  assume  there  is  an  inference  rule  to 
support subClassOf.  Assume an ontology that defines Steak as a 
class  that  is  a  subClassOf Meat,  and  Meat  as a  class  that  is  a 
subClassOf Food.   Now, if we add a triple  <FiletMignon type 
Steak>, the  inference rule will  add another  triple  <FiletMignon 
type Meat>.  Then, the same inference rule will be executed on 
this new triple, and add another triple <FiletMignon type Food>.

One  issue  that  should  be  addressed  is  whether  there  are  any 
unwanted effects of adding extra triples to the dataset.  Usually, 
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enforcing  distinction  in  the  dataset  will  negate  the  effect  of 
additional triples;   RDF triples only appear once in the dataset. 
While it is possible that two different inference rules will add the 
same  RDF  triple  (for  example  if  James  is  a  student  and  an 
employee,  both  of  these  facts  can be  used  to  infer  James  is  a 
person), this duplication has no effect.  The query does not have 
to address this issue, because it is handled when the inference is 
executed, at addition time.  There are also times when a query will 
not  want  to  perform any inference or query inferred data.   For 
example, a cardinality query such as “How many jobs does John 
have?” should not take in to account the fact that his employer is 
part of a transitive suborganization hierarchy.   Also, sometimes 
we  may  simply  want  to  know  the  exact  type  an  instance  is 
declared as, and not include all the further information that can be 
inferred.  Generally, the responsibility to know that inference is 
not  sought  rests  with  the  query.   Therefore,  our  architecture 
creates a second copy of all tables, including all triples from the 
dataset but ignoring all triples added by the inference rules.  These 
tables are simply labeled with the extension _Without_Inference. 
A query can retrieve information from these tables when inference 
should be specifically avoided.

4. ONTOLOGY
This  section  presents  details  and  examples  for  OWL ontology 
inference rules..   Many of the OWL examples contained in this 
section are taken directly from the OWL Web Ontology Language  
Reference[10]  and from the OWL ontology file  for  the  Lehigh 
University Benchmark (LUBM)[2].   For each of these rules, we 
have implemented and registered an inference rule with RDFKB. 
The inference rule simply checks if the condition of the rule is 
met, and if so determines and adds the triple on the right side of 
the equation.   For  example,  with subClassOf (Section 4.1),  the 
condition  is  that  property='type'  and  object=ClassA,  and  the 
action is  add(subject,  type,  ClassB)  where ClassA is a subclass 
and ClassB is its superclass in the ontology.

4.1 subClassOf
Rule:  if ClassA subClassOf ClassB then

<Subject type ClassA> → <Subject type Class B> 

Ontology:
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Corvette"

  <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="SportsCar" />
</owl:Class>

Base triple:
<Vehicle1 type Corvette>

Inferred triple:
<Vehicle1 type SportCar>

4.2 equivalentClass
Rule: if ClassA equivalentClass ClassB then
<Subject type ClassA> → <Subject type ClassB> &&
<Subject type ClassB> → <Subject type ClassA>

Ontology:
<owl:Class rdf:about="US_President">
<equivalentClass rdf:resource="Commander_in_Chief"/>
</owl:Class>

Base triple:
<BarackObama type US_President>

Inferred triple:
<BarackObama type Commander_in_Chief>

4.3 subPropertyOf
Rule: if property1 subPropertyOf property2 then
<Subject property1 Object> → <Subject property2 Object> 

Ontology:
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="hasMother">
  <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="#hasParent"/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>

Base triple:
<GeorgeWBush hasMother BarbaraBush>

Inferred triple:
<GeorgeWBush hasParent BarbaraBush>

4.4 TransitiveProperty
Rule: if property1 is TransitiveProperty  then
<Subject property2 Object1> && 
<Subject property1 Object2> 

→ <Subject property2 Object2> 

Ontology:
<owl:TransitiveProperty rdf:ID="subRegionOf">

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Region"/>
<rdfs:range  rdf:resource="#Region"/>

</owl:TransitiveProperty>

Base triples:
<Texas subRegionOf UnitedStates>
<Austin locatedIn Texas>
<UnitedStated subRegionOf NorthAmerica>

Inferred triples:
<Austin locatedIn UnitedStates>
<Texas subRegionof NorthAmerica>
<Austin locatedIn NorthAmerica>

4.5 SymmetricProperty
Rule: if property1 is SymmetricProperty  then
<Subject property1 Object> → <Object property1 Subject> 

Ontology:
<owl:SymmetricProperty rdf:ID="friendOf">

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Human"/>
<rdfs:range  rdf:resource="#Human"/>

</owl:SymmetricProperty>

Base triple:
<Jane friendOf John>

Inferred triple:
<John friendOf Jane>

4.6 inverseOf
Rule: if property1 is inverseOf property2  then
<Subject property1 Object> → <Object property2 Subject> 

Ontology:
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="hasChild">

<owl:inverseOf rdf:resource="#hasParent"/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>

Base triple:
<GeorgeWBush hasParent BarbaraBush>

Inferred triple:
<BarbaraBush hasChild GeorgeWBush>
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4.7 intersectionOf
Rule:  determine the subsumption resulting from intersection, 
and  add  this  subsumption  as  though an actual  subclass  was 
specified. 

Ontology:
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Employee">
  <rdfs:label>Employee</rdfs:label>
  <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
  <owl:Class rdf:about="#Person" /> 
  <owl:Restriction>
  <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#worksFor" /> 
  <owl:someValuesFrom>

  <owl:Class rdf:about="#Organization" />
  </owl:someValuesFrom>
  </owl:Restriction>
  </owl:intersectionOf>
</owl:Class>

Base triple:
<James type Employee>

Inferred triple:
<James type Person>

5. QUERY IMPLEMENTATION AND 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Lehigh University Benchmark (LUBM) [2] dataset has been used 
to evaluate the performance of many RDF data storage solutions 
including Hexastore[6] and RDFJoin[8].  LUBM defines queries 
that require inference.  In prior research, the approach has been to 
either avoid the queries that include inference or to support these 
queries  by  translating  them into  unions  of  subqueries  without 
inference.   RDFKB supports  these  queries  as  defined,  without 
requiring the query to have any knowledge of the inference.  This 
section includes performance results and analysis for each of these 
queries.  The LUBM queries that require inference are queries 3, 
5, 6, 11, and 13; therefore, these are the queries implemented and 
tested here.

All of our experiments here were performed on a system with an 
Intel Core 2 Duo CPU @ 2.80 GHz, with 8GB RAM, running 64 
bit Windows.  Our code was developed in Java, C++, and SQL, 
and  we  tested  with  the  MonetDB column store  database.   We 
created a database using the LUBM dataset with 400 universities 
and 44,172,502 tuples.  After all inference rules are applied, this 
dataset grows to 64,579,887 triples.  In our graphs, we show the 
number of original triples in the dataset; inferred triples are not 
included.  This makes the comparison to other technologies more 
accurate, as they do not store inferred triples. 

There is no  high-performance solution  with  inference that  uses 
relational databases for RDF datasets.  It seems uninformative to 
compare  our  results  with  solutions  that  access  and  parse  RDF 
documents directly, and the performance of such tools is slower 
by many orders of magnitude.  Therefore we chose two relational 
database RDF solutions to compare with: vertical partitioning[4] 
and RDFJoin[8].   Neither of these solutions provides automated 
support for inference.  Instead, the query implementation requires 
specific knowledge and encoding of the ontology logic.   These 
queries require a minimum of 4 subqueries and 3 unions, and a 
maximum of 29 subqueries.    

We  additionally  tested  with  a  single  triples  table  sorted  by 
property, subject, object and subject, property, object.  The triple 

store implementation consistently performed slower than vertical 
partitioning or RDFJoin.   Therefore, we chose not to document 
these results in order to avoid saturating the graphs.

5.1 LUBM Query 3
(type Publication ?X)
(publicationAuthor ?X http://www.Department0.University0.edu/
AssistantProfessor0)  
Publication  has  a  wide  hierarchy  in  the  LUBM  ontology. 
Therefore, to perform this query would normally involve querying 
many different subclasses of Publication and unioning the results 
together. Without RDFKB, this query in SQL requires 10 unions 
to  support  all  the different classes in  the Publication hierarchy. 
With  our  inference  solution,  this  query involves  selecting  two 
subject bit vectors and executing a single or operation.

In  the  actual  dataset,  LUBM  defines  all  publications  as  type 
Publication, and does not in fact ever define an instance of any of 
its subclasses.   If we were to assume this knowledge, RDFJoin 
would actually be as fast or faster than RDFKB.   Since we cannot 
assume this  knowledge,  RDFJoin  is  slightly  slower  due  to  the 
time needed to attempt to query these subclasses.  This query is a 
subject-subject join.  In the vertical partitioning solution, subject-
subject  are  linear  merge  joins,  so  vertical  partitioning  is  fairly 
efficient.   Figure  2 shows the performance results for  RDFKB, 
RDFJoin and VP (Vertical Partitioning) for Query 3.

5.2 LUBM Query 5
(type Person ?X)
(memberOf ?X http://www.Department0.University0.edu) 
This  query  invokes  five  kinds  of  inference  rules:  subClassOf, 
subPropertyof,  inverseOf, TransitiveProperty and intersectionOf. 
Person  is  the  superclass  of  a  wide  variety  of  subclass  types. 
memberOf has many subproperties, and has an inverse: member.  

There  are  21  classes  in  the  Person  hierarchy  in  the  LUBM 
ontology.  In the LUBM dataset, there are instantiations for 8 of 
these classes.  Therefore, to query ?x type Person using vertical 
partitioning or RDFJoin requires 21 subqueries; 8 of which will 
return  results  that  must  be  unioned  together.   There  are  three 
different  ways  to  express  memberOf in  the  dataset.   It  can  be 
expressed directly with  the  memberOf property,  or  through the 
subProperty worksFor,  or through the inverse property member. 
To  perform  this  query  with  vertical  partitioning  or  RDFJoin 
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requires that triples with all three properties be queried.  To make 
matters more difficult, the range of the memberOf property is type 
Organization. Organization is affected by the transitive property 
subOrganizationOf.  So it is necessary to query if the subject is a 
memberOf  or  worksFor  any  entity  that  in  turn  is  a 
subOrganizationOf    http://www.Department0.University0.edu. 
Transitive closure is not limited to a single level, therefore it is 
necessary  to  repeat  this  loop  until  the  organization  does  not 
appear  as  a  suborganization.   In  point  of  fact,  there  is  no 
subOrganizationOf department, so this transitive closure will not 
introduce any new results, but it still must be attempted.   

5.3 LUBM Query 6
(type Student ?X)
This query requires the subClassOf inference rule as well as the 
intersectionOf rule.  There are 4 different classes that should be 
included in this query.  So, without inference, 4 subqueries and 
three unions are required.  While this is the simplest query 
evaluated here, it requires a selection based on object and  has low 
selectivity.  Vertical partitioning is sorted on subject rather than 
object, and therefore pays a performance penalty.  Figure 4 shows 
the performance results for Query 6.

5.4 LUBM Query 11
(type ResearchGroup ?x)
(subOrganizationOf ?x http://www.University0.edu) 
This  query  requires  the  TransitiveProperty  infeorence  rule. 
Research  groups  are  not  defined  as  a  subOrganizationOf 
universities in the dataset; this requires transitive closure.   This 
query is highly selective, and does not involve a class hierarchy, 
which  improves  the  efficiency  of  the  non-inference  solutions. 

However, unlike in Query 5, the transitive closure does add data 
to  the  result  set  as  the  research  groups  are  defined  as 
subOrganizations  of  departments,  rather  than  the  university. 
Transitive  closure  requires  a  subject-object  join,  which  in  the 
vertical  partitioning  solution  requires  a  nested  loop.   Figure  5 
shows the performance results for Query 11.

5.5 LUBM Query 13
(type Person ?X)
(hasAlumnus http://www.University0.edu ?X) 

This  query  requires  four  types  of  inference:  subClassOf, 
intersectionOf, inverseOf and subPropertyOf.  hasAlumnus is not 
defined in the dataset, but the ontology defines it as the inverseOf 
degreeFrom. Even  degreeFrom is not defined in the dataset, but 
the  ontology  defines  subproperties  of  degreeFrom  that  are 
defined in the dataset.     As already stated, Person includes 21 
different class specifications.  To query the  property hasAlumnus 
requires querying 5 separate properties.  All of these subqueries 
then have to be unioned together to recreate this inference during 
query processing. Only hasAlumnus, which actually never appears 
in  the dataset,  involves  a subject-object  join,  and this  join will 
never actually be executed as hasAlumnus returns no results.  So 
this  is  a subject-subject join,  and all of the unions are subject-
subject merge joins.  Figure 6 shows the performance results for 
Query 13.

5.6 TradeOffs
RDFKB stores all inferred data rather than performing inference 
at query time.  Thus, inference is calculated at storage time, more 
triples  are  persisted,  and  more triples  are  loaded  into  memory. 
The trade-offs of this approach are added storage time, increased 
storage space requirements, and increased memory consumption. 
The number of stored triples is increased by 46.2% for our LUBM 
dataset.   We  have  asserted  that  the  architecture  of  RDFJoin 
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Figure 3: Performance Results for LUBM Query 5
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minimizes  the  costs  of  this  trade-off.   To  validate  this,  we 
designed and executed tests to quantify the costs.

To  perform all  of  the  queries  and  tests  outlined  in  Section  5, 
involving  44  million  triples,  our  maximum memory usage  was 
3.713 GB.  This memory consumption is only 3.7% higher than 
RDFJoin without inference.  

Obviously, the size of the database is increased 100% by storing a 
second copy of the tables without the inferred triples.  There is no 
other significant increase in the database size (<0.2%) resulting 
from adding  the  inferred  triples.   There  is  a  reduction  in  the 
achievable compression ratio.  In our experiments with the LUBM 
dataset, this reduction varied from 6.3% to 9.8%.

RDFKB does support adding triples to the dataset, and inference 
is calculated at the time the triples are added.  This increases the 
amount of time required to add and store triples.  Figure 7 shows 
the  time  to  add  triples  for  RDFJoin,  for  RDFKB and  for  just 
inference.  Adding a triple to RDFKB includes adding it to the 
RDFJoin tables.  Therefore, the time added as a result of inference 
is the time difference between between RDFJoin  and RDFKB. 
This is plotted on the graph and labeled “Inference Only”, i.e. the 
actual cost of inferring the triples and storing them.  This cost is 
12% of the overall time cost of the additions for 10 million triples. 
We assert  that  a 12% increase in the time to add triples to the 
dataset  is  well  worth  it  to  achieve  the  added  functionality  of 
inference and a significant improvement in query performance.

5.7 Performance Summary
Table 1 provides a summary performance comparison of RDFKB, 
RDFJoin  and  vertical  partitioning.   In  every  query,  RDFKB 
consistently achieves the best performance, and the performance 
gain increases as the dataset grows, demonstrating scalability.

Furthermore, RDFKB requires no special coding or understanding 
of the ontology to develop these queries.  No unions are required 
to implement any of the queries within the RDFKB system..  Even 
if the inference logic for the other solutions is discovered from the 
ontology and performed automatically, the subqueries and unions 
would still be required as the inferred knowledge is not part of the 
dataset.  Thus, hard-coding the query specifics yields the fastest 
solution vertical partitioning or RDFJoin can provide.   

RDFKB consistently outperforms  both  vertical  partitioning and 
RDFJoin  and  eliminates  the  need  for  complex  queries  or 
understanding of the ontology by the developer.  

Table 1: Performance Improvements
Query
#

% query time reduction
 vs vertical partitioning

% query time reduction
 vs RDFJoin

3 92.9% 67.4%
5 99.6% 92.0%
6 99.6% 60.0%
11 98.4% 84.7%
13 99.3% 91.2%

6. RELATED WORK
Jena  [14],  a  semantic  web  framework  for  Java,  supports  a 
framework  for  registering  and  executing  inference rules  that  is 
similar to RDFKB.  Jena and RDFKB both define a Java abstract 
class (Jena calls this Reasoner) that specifies the interface to the 
inference  rule  implementation,  factory  methods  to  instantiate 
instances  of  this  class,  and  a  registration  system.   Jena's 
getRawModel()  API  provides  similar  support  to  the 
_Without_Inference  tables  in  RDFKB,  and   Jena  allows 
Reasoners to add additional “virtual” triples to the dataset.  Jena 
even provides an OWL reasoner that implements most of the same 
inference rules implemented in our experiments.  However, there 
are several important differences between Jena's inference support 
and  that  of  RDFKB.   Inferred  data  is  not  persisted  with  Jena; 
inference is performed at query time, or precomputed using the 
prepare()  method.   Furthermore,  while  Jena  does  support 
persistence of triples to relational databases, it does so only as an 
alternative storage method and requires  a fixed schema.  Thus, 
adding  millions  of  inferred  triples  will  incur  a  performance 
penalty because a schema such as RDFJoin can not  be used to 
store the data.  Finally, RDFKB supports growing the dataset.  If 
triples are added in Jena, this will cause all the deduced triples to 
be discarded, and inference will be reprocessed across the entire 
dataset.

In  An Approach to RDF(S) Query, Manipulation and Inference 
on Databases[15], Lu et al. propose a solution to RDF inference 
that is based on top of relational databases.  In this research, they 
propose to infer knowledge at storage time and store all inferred 
triples.  In this way, the strategy is very similar to RDFKB.  They 
also reach similar conclusions concerning the superiority of this 
approach  to  inference  during  query processing.   However,  this 
database's schema incurs a performance penalty for the storage of 
inferred  triples.   Because  RDFKB  utilizes  column  stores  and 
RDFJoin,  it  is  able  to  achieve  greater  performance.   Our 
experiments  show  that  our  solution  is  highly  scalable,  and 
performs efficiently with very large datasets.  In [15],  the query 
time  steadily  increases  as  the  dataset  grows.   The  reported 
experiments involve much smaller datasets than our testcases, and 
the  reported  query performance  is  several  orders  of  magnitude 
slower the RDFKB's performance results.       

There is significant research involving efficient database schemata 
for  RDF  datasets.   In  Column  Stores  for  Wide  and  Sparse  
Data[3],  Abadi  proposes using column store databases, and, in 
Scalable  Semantic  Web  Data  Management  Using  Vertical  
Partitioning[4], Abadi et al. propose partitioning the dataset into 
two  column  tables  for  each  predicate.   In  Hexastore:  Sextuple  
Indexing  for  Semantic  Web Data  Management[6],  Weiss  et  al. 
propose  a  main  memory  schema  using  sextuple  indexing.   In 
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RDF-3X:  a  RISC-style  engine  for  RDF[17],  Neumann  et  al. 
propose a RDF indexing system with an efficient query processor. 
In  all  of  these solutions,  specialized  schemata  and  indexes  are 
used  to  improve  query performance.   However,  none  of  these 
solutions provide a solution for inference queries.  RDFJoin and 
RDFKB leverage concepts from these designs, including subject-
subject merge joins and sextuple indexing.  However, unlike these 
solutions, RDFJoin can add triples without a performance penalty 
except  when the vocabulary is increased.   RDFKB utilizes this 
technology to provide a high performance inference solution.

7. FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSIONS
One area for  future work is to develop inference rules based on 
logic  outside  of  OWL  ontology  files.  There  are  specialized 
ontology tools  and description  logic  systems that  provide rules 
and axioms.  There are also tools such as WordNet[12] which can 
be used for textual inference.  The total of all unique noun, verb, 
adjective and adverb strings in WordNet 3.0 is 147,278[12].  This 
is much smaller than the number of unique URIs in our LUBM 
test dataset, less than 0.3% of the size actually.  Therefore, even 
taking  into  account  that  many  of  these  strings  have  multiple 
meanings that  must  be accounted  for,   it  is  very reasonable  to 
claim that we can store every combination of triples of words in 
RDFKB and execute and store textual inference using WordNet.   

Inference involving probabilities is also left as future work.  OWL 
defines  inference  rules  that  are  absolute,  so  reasoning  with 
uncertainty  has  not  been  addressed.   Ontology  mapping  and 
handling  multiple  RDF  schemata  is  also  a  problem for  future 
work.   Generally,  ontology  mapping  involves  probabilistic 
reasoning as well since there is uncertainty involved in mapping 
automation[18][19][20].   One potential  solution  is  to  store  the 
probability of the triple being in the dataset, rather than simply a 1 
or 0 in the bit vector.  In this case, the bit vectors would become 
vectors of fractions, where each fraction represents a probability. 
The future work would be to utilize RDFKB to store, retrieve and 
manage this information in conjunction with the RDF dataset.

We have proposed a solution for adding inference to RDF datasets 
stored  in  relational  databases.   This  solution  is  efficient  and 
scalable.   RDFKB  outperforms  existing  solutions,  and  the 
performance  improvement  increases  as  the  dataset  increases, 
which  demonstrates  scalability.   Query  processing  does  not 
require any knowledge of inference rules to access inferred data. 
Queries become simpler and more efficient.

The definition of knowledge base requires a knowledge base to 
provide for “computerized collection,  organization and retrieval 
of knowledge.”[9] Our solution, RDFKB, uses inference rules to 
acquire  and  complete  knowledge  in  the  database.   RDFKB 
organizes  and  persistently  stores  the  inferred  data,  allowing 
simple and efficient query retrieval of the knowledge.  Therefore, 
we  assert  that  RDFKB  is  a  highly  functional  and  efficient 
knowledge base for managing RDF information.  
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